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DIRECTIONS TO UP ASIAN CENTER
For reference, the airport is located south of the city, while UP is located up north/northeast.
APPS
Grab is available in Metro Manila. Just download the Grab apps in your gadget. You may also share your ride with other users through their
carpool services which offer a cheaper fare than the regular ride. Waze and Google Maps give the best route that consider both traffic and
distance. Uber and Grab drivers use this app to navigate Metro Manila. Sakay.ph gives commuters a step-by-step transit guide which includes
jeepney, bus and train.
BY PRIVATE OR RENTED VEHICLE

From Ninoy Aquino International Airport (20.2Km./12.6mi.)
Take Andrews Avenue. Continue to Sales Road. Take the exit on the left toward Metro Manila Skyway in Taguig. Keep left. Follow signs for
Makati and merge onto Metro Manila Skyway. Merge onto Metro Manila Skyway (Toll Road). Take exit Magallanes to merge to South
Luzon Expressway (Partial Toll Road). Take the ramp to Cubao and drive to Epifanio de los Santos Avenue (EDSA).
Slight left to EDSA-Ortigas Flyover. Turn right to White Plains Avenue. White Plains Avenue turns left and becomes Katipunan Avenue.
Drive along, keep left and take the Katipunan flyover.
Upon getting off the flyover, you will see Ateneo de Manila University to your right. Go straight ahead and turn left at the traffic light just past
Miriam College and before the UP Town Center into C.P. Garcia Avenue.
Drive along the avenue and turn right at the end. You are now along the University Avenue. Straight ahead and turn left to E. Jacinto Street.
Turn right to Magsaysay Avenue. Drive along and take a right before the UP Katipunan entry point (guard house). GT-Toyota Asian Center
is on your right.
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From the South
From Ayala Avenue (15.1Km./9.39mi.)
Get on Ayala Avenue. Turn right to Paseo de Roxas then turn right to Buendia Avenue. Keep left to continue on Kalayaan Flyover. Take the
ramp to Epifanio de los Santos Avenue. Go further ahead and take the flyover that crosses Ortigas Avenue. This flyover is just past
Tiendesitas, which is on the left side.
Straight ahead and take the Libis flyover. Take the tunnel on the left side. You are now along Katipunan Avenue. Drive along, keep left and
take the Katipunan flyover.
Upon getting off the flyover, you will see Ateneo de Manila University to your right. Go straight ahead and you will pass by (on your right)
Miriam College, Petron gas station, UP Town Center (mall), and Maynilad (water company). At this point, the road will be wider. Keep left as
you prepare to make a left at the intersection (gap between the “island”). Then turn left on the GT-Toyota Asian Center driveway. Please
refer to the image below.

Via C-5 Taguig (13.6 Km./8.45mi.)
Coming from Circumferential Road 5 (more commonly known as C-5 Road) Taguig, go straight in the direction of Diliman. Get on Carlos P.
Garcia Ave/C-5 in Makati. Go further ahead and take the flyover that crosses Ortigas Avenue. This flyover is just past Tiendesitas, which is
on the left. Straight ahead and take the Libis flyover. Take the tunnel on the left side. You are now along Katipunan Avenue. Drive along,
keep left and take the Katipunan flyover.
Upon getting off the flyover, you will see Ateneo de Manila University to your right. Go straight ahead and you will pass by (on your right)
Miriam College, Petron gas station, UP Town Center (mall), and Maynilad (water company). At this point, the road will be wider. Keep left as
you prepare to make a left at the intersection (gap between the “island”). Then turn left on the GT-Toyota Asian Center driveway. Please
refer to the image below.
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Via EDSA-Cubao (9.2 Km./5.7mi.)
Drive North and turn right just before the National Printing Office. You are now in National Office Road. Turn left at the first cross street to
NIA Road. Turn left to BIR Road. Drive slight right toward Quezon Avenue. Drive straight to the end and turn right to the Elliptical Road.
This road goes around the Quezon City Memorial Circle.
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Your exit is at Commonwealth Avenue. Turn right at Commonwealth Avenue. Turn right at the fork in the road. You are now along the
University Avenue. Straight ahead and turn left to E. Jacinto Street. Turn right to Magsaysay Avenue. Drive along and take a right before the
UP Katipunan entry point (guard house). GT-Toyota Asian Center is on your right.

From Caloocan (15.3 Km./9.5mi.)
Get on North Avenue. Drive straight to the Elliptical Road. This road goes around the Quezon City Memorial Circle. Your exit is at
Commonwealth Avenue. Turn right at Commonwealth Avenue. Turn right at the fork in the road. You are now along the University
Avenue. Straight ahead and turn left to E. Jacinto Street. Turn right to Magsaysay Avenue. Drive along and take a right before the UP
Katipunan entry point (guard house). GT-Toyota Asian Center is on your right.

From Manila (19.4 Km./12.1 mi.)
Get on Quezon Avenue. Drive straight to the Elliptical Road. This road goes around the Quezon City Memorial Circle. Your exit is at
Commonwealth Avenue. Turn right at Commonwealth Avenue. Turn right at the fork in the road. You are now along the University
Avenue. Straight ahead and turn left to E. Jacinto Street. Turn right to Magsaysay Avenue. Drive along and take a right before the UP
Katipunan entry point (guard house). GT-Toyota Asian Center is on your right.
BY COMMUTE
Taxi cabs and Uber/Grab rides are the only public vehicles allowed along C5 Road and EDSA. If you are taking a taxi cab, you may use the
private/rented vehicles routes as stated above. Another option to get to the venue is to ride public utility vehicles (PUV).

Via Katipunan Avenue (Fare is at Php 8.00)
For commuters coming from the East (Pasig, Marikina, Rizal) and alighting at LRT-Katipunan train station, there is a jeepney terminal
directly below the Katipunan flyover (corner of Katipunan Avenue and Aurora Boulevard). Take the jeepney labeled “UP Campus.” Entry
point of the jeepney to UP campus is the UP-Katipunan gate. Tell the driver to drop you off at GT-Toyota Asian Center which is on the left
side of the UP-Katipunan gate.
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Via Commonwealth Avenue (From Philcoa fare is at Php 8.00)
Depart on to Commonwealth Avenue and ride any PUV that can drop you off at Philcoa (landmark is at Petron Station and Philcoa
overpass). You may take either a jeepney labeled “UP-Philcoa” which will go inside the UP Diliman campus or cross the over pass and ride
any jeepney labeled “UP-Philcoa, UP SM North, or UP-Pantranco.” The driver may drop you off at the shed near Romulo Hall. From
Romulo Hall, you may walk and turn right going to GT-Toyota Asian Center which is right next to it.

Via Quezon Avenue (Fare is at Php 11.00)
Commuters alighting at Centris mall, Quezon Avenue or MRT-Quezon Avenue station, may go to the jeepney terminal next to the
northbound exit of the MRT station. The dispatcher can assist you which jeepney to ride. The driver may drop you off at the shed near
Romulo Hall. From Romulo Hall, you may walk and turn right going to GT-Toyota Asian Center which is right next to it.

Via North Avenue (Fare is at Php 11.00)
SM North EDSA, a mall in Quezon City, has a jeepney terminal below the SM Sky garden for jeepneys labeled “UP-SM North.” The jeep
will go inside the UP Diliman campus. The driver may drop you off at the shed near Romulo Hall. From Romulo Hall, you may walk and
turn right going to GT-Toyota Asian Center which is right next to it.
*Some data taken from UP Diliman website.
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